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Abstract 

Electron currents can be driven in a linear plasma by the 
absorption of lower hybrid waves excited primarily in one direc
tion. Current-drive has been demonstrated both for collisional 
and resonant-electron absorption. The magnitude of the excited 
currents is compared with the predictions from an electron kinetic 
equation with a Lorentz collision operator in the regime k|: v^/w < < : 1. 
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1. INTRODUCTION' 

Damping of traveling radio-frequency waves has been proposed 
as a mechanism for driving steady-state toroidal currents in a 
tokamak plasma. Lower hybrid waves are a good possibility because 
the waves can be damped strongly by the plasma. Also, their rela
tively low frequency makes possible the use of high power sources 
which are presently available. 

o 
As far back as 1952, Thonemann, Cowhig, and Davenport used 

Alfven waves to drive currents. Several others have demonstrated 
3-10 current generation through use of electromagnetic waves and 

ion cyclotron waves. Theoretical aspects have been discussed by 
others, at least one of whom felt the concept not as viable 
as using ion beams for current drive. Starting about two years 

1 17—19 18 19 
ago, Fisch, ' Bers, and Karney made convincing arguments 
that driving toroidal currents via rf waves was feasible. Work by 

' 20 Klima supports the conclusions of these recent arguments. Decker 
21 22 

and Hirschfield and more recently Wong have performed experi
ments demonstrating that nearly electrostatic lower hybrid waves 
can couple by collisionless absorption to electron currents in 

23 
beam-supported plasmas. HcWilliams, et al., showed preliminary 
results indicating the electrostatic lower hybrid wave could also 
drive currents via collisional absorption in isotropic plasmas. 

24—26 
There is now evidence that lower hybrid waves can drive 
currents in tori. Theory for current drive has now progressed to 27 specific design consideration for reactor grade plasmas. 

This paper discusses currents driven by lower hybrid waves 
not supported by beams. Experimental results show the current 
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generated over a range of plasma and wave parameters which in
clude regimes where the waves were damped rollisionally or damped 
by collisionless means. The theory presented here includes a 
prediction from kinetic theory of the current generated in the 
plasma when the lower hybrid waves are collisionally damped. 

The outline of the paper is as follows: Theory is discussed 
in Sec. II, including a brief outline of lower hybrid wave propa
gation, and calculations of the current generated under conditions 
where the wave is damped by collisional or collisionless mechanisms. 
Section III describes the experimental apparatus, plasma parameters, 
and experimental techniques employed. Section IV presents experi
mental results of electron currents driven by collisional wave 
damping and currents generated via collisionless damping. Section 
V contains discussions and conclusions. 
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II. THEORY 
A. Wave Propagation 

Let us model the waves and plasma in a slab geometry with the 
confining magnetic field in the z direction and the density in
creasing in the minus x direction away from the antenna. The 
plasma is homogeneous in the z and y directions. The frequencies 
are ordered a> . « ixi « ID , uu where * . , uu are the ion and ci ce lie ci ce 
electron gyro-frequencies, m is the wave frequency, and <a is 

pe 
the electron plasma frequency. Hence, the ions are essentially 
unmagnetized and the electrons are strongly magnetized. The region 
at the edge of the plasma where w > * is assumed to be very thin. 

pe 
Proper watching across this thin layer can be done, and the reader 
is referred to Br^mbilla's work or that done by Chan and Chiu 

30 or Wilson and Wong. For a slowly varying plasma density, the 
dispersion relation fur the slow waves has been solved using the 

31 32 
WKBJ method oy BrJggs and Parker and Bellan and Porkolab. The 
local dispersion relation is found to be 

.2 2 ' ! ^ I V (IV 
L H u m e k 2-

•x 2 

where * r„ = JL ./ i+—E£ , uu is the ion plasma frequency, and 
LiH pi - u, - P 1 

ce 
k and k are the wavenumbers parallel and perpendicular to the 
confining magnetic field, respectively. If we further restrict w 

2 2 so that m » UJ . everywhere in the plasma *>nd uu _ « JJ then pi * pe ce 

¥~ pe 
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and it is easily seen that the wave propagates in the well known 
resonance cones. Additionally, there are some restrictions on 
the wave for accessibility to a given plasma density. These re-

33 34 strictions have been discussed by Golant and Stix and studied 
experimentally by Motley et al. Kinetic theory yields a 
complex dispersion relation with a t3mporal damping rate for the 
waves given by 

2 
Y « V + n 1 / 2 a 3 e" a w (3) 

where 

2kT 1 / 2 

II m e 

The first contribution to (3) is v which represents the colli-
sional damping, e.g. electron-ion and electron-neutral collisions 
while the second term is the Landau damping contribution. For a 
wave launched at a given location this damping can also be viewed 
as a damping of each k.-component of the wave in space as it 
propagates away from the antenna. Probes for this experiment 
were able to measure th,= square of the electric field and hence 

2 
it is of interest to calculate the expected E (Jt,.) as a function of 
distance from the antenna.. 

Control of the wave spectrum launched by the antenna is im
portant for driving currents. In particular, an asymmetric spec
trum must be obtained in order to produce a unidirectional current. 
Figure 1 shows the calculated spectrum for an antenna of principal 
wavelength 8 cm excited at 70 MHz. A ring antenna similar to that 
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used by Bellan and Porkolab was used in the experiment. The 
spectrum calculated here was found by assuming a 90° phase differ
ence between rings (equal amplitude to all rings) and taking the 
Fourier spectrum of the resulting vacuum electric field at the 
antenna. A more complete description of the particular antennas 
used, including the effects of different phasings to the rings, 
may be found later in the paper. Figure la shows the calculated 
spectrum at the antenna while Fig. lb shows the effect of Landau 
damping on the wave as it travels away from the antenna. A tempera
ture of T = 11.5 eV was used for the calculations because in a 

e 
later section we observe that an 11.5 eV temperature predicts 
curves which fit well with experimental data obtained when a Langmuir 
probe indicated T « 10.6 eV. As expected, the shorter wavelengths 
damp rather quickly while the longer wavelengths excited by the 
antenna are less affected. 
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B. Simple Current Generation Model 

Oscillating electromagnetic fields can cause steady-state forces 
(i.e., time averages are nor.-zero) to act on plasmas. Examples of 
this are the ponderomotive force or other mechanisms which can 
make j • E nonzero, such as Landau damping or collisions. We wish 
to determine the effect on electron motion when collisions are 
the mechanism for energy loss in a wave. 

23 38 A simple model ' is developed 
here for order of magnitude estimates and to help in visualizing 
the underlying physical processes involved. The next section will 
present a kinetic theory applicable to our experiment so that a 
more prec se estimate of the currents generated in a plasma can 
be obtained. 

The plasma i s considered to be confined by a uniform magnetic 

f i e l d , B = B z. The ions are cold and the plasma ' ~o o 
parameters are such tha t uu >>UJ > > ID > w . . The motion of 

ce pe pi 
an electron is then governed by the Lorentz force and a colli-
sional term 

g| = - ~- sin(knz - tut) - v v (4) 

for an rf traveling wave. The experimental conditions were such 
that 

6 = v ̂ ^ilte < < ( 5 ) 

m UJ 

We desire to know the long term effects of the wave on the parti
cles and hence divide the velocity and position of the electron 
into a slow and fast part 
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v = <v) + 6v , z = <z) + 6z (6) 

where O denotes a time average over the wave period. Carrying 
terms to &(E) and expanding about <z) gives 

d 6v _ eE c i _/i, , , . . 
_ 5 r - * _ _ s 1n(k | |( z>- U Jt) ( 7 ) 

- — k(| 6z cos(k|,(z> -wt) - v6v . 

We desire to find the induced current in the electrons and so 
look for solutions of 6v with one componeiit in phase with E and 
one component out of phase with E; i.e., 

£v - A sin(k||(z> -uot) + Bcos(k ((z> - wt) . (8) 

Substituting this into Eq. (7) we set the following restraints 
on A and B: 

eE 
" A u < = ~ ~m kll 6 z " B V ( 9 ) 

BUJ = - —- - Av 

Since 6z is probably of order E, Eq.(9) c a n be solved to order 
E, giving A and B. 6v can now be integrated to yield: 

6z « Ji-g- ~ cos(k|,<z) -iut) (10) 
U)(V +(1) ) 

+ - ! r - 5 r i 5 r s i n < V z > - t u t > • 
( v +uu ) 
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The time evolution of (v) can now be written 

—&• «-^/sin(kn<z) -iut) + k„ szcosCk^z)-u>t)\ - v<v> (11) 

v e 2E 2 kH / v 

Thus, 

< v ) = c e-vt + 1 iLj! p^_ ( 1 2 ) 

m uu(v +uu ; 
where C is determined by initial conditions. 
For the condition 6 « 1 there results a current density of 

2 , 2 
... - e V k n E 

<J> = ~ 3 • (13) 
8TT m JU 

Hence, for electrons interacting with an r± traveling wave in 
the presence of a mechanism which can change the electron response 
from being purely reactive, a net electron flow in the direction 
of propagation of the wave will occur on time scales t » 1/x . 
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C. Full Collisional Current Calculation 

The previous section shows that one may expect a damping 
traveling wave to generate a current in a plasma. Let us now 
develop a model with more detail and apply the results to lower-
hybrid waves specifically. Consider a cylindrical plasma of 
length I. i'.i a uniform magnetic field B„ = B £ with cold ions 

—XJ o 

and electron-ion collisions the dominant collisional process. 
This model approximates one of the conditions in which the experi
ments were performed. The electron motion may be described 
approximately by an electron kinetic equation with the Lcrentz 

39 
collision operator: 

oi of ,, 2 
-3^~ r v "3— - — E ( E:— -— + u -j— f 
3t z d z m z \ v ou ov 

v t v b , , 2. o f e 
7^°^ 5 "Sir 

where f is the electron distribution function, e 
k 4 

2kT \ 2 2nn e CiA 

e 
(14) 

Vt-f^j ' - ^ 1 - ^ m v. e t 

and ii = cos& with 8 the angle of v with respect to the main 
magnetic field. As in the previous section (and also for part 
of the experiment) the problem may be restricted to the regime 
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with uu the wave frequency and k the wave number parallel to B . 
II ~^ 

It will prove convenient to divide the distribution function 
into slow and fast components f = F + f such that <f> -=• * '•" fdt = 0 
and also to write E„ = ̂  (E e l ( kll Z - U , t )+ c.c). 

Expanding equation 14 to varying order in 6 allows f to be 
n 7 0 

found. If we write f = f + f +f +. . . where the ordering is 
f n - 6 n then we find, 

mw K o v 

fl = eE 6F i kv 2 ^ 3 v 
mu. ov . x v a _ 

f

2 _ £E SF ' 2 kv v ^ t 3

 [ 4 i i 2 . 
nu. ov i X' u; v 

. 2 2 v. 6 2 
+ i ^ - M 3 - 4 (-£> ^ ^ I ; . .18) 

2 r,L af° 
f was obtained assuming \ v -5— dz ="0. since it is reasonable 

**o 
to assume t.'iere is no net potential drop along the plasma column. 

When the <> operator is applied to equation 14 along with 
the assumption used to get equation 18 we find 

3 
zl <E ^L> . V-f.X ( i - a 2 > ¥• ( 1 9 ) 

III Z O V J 3 1 1 3 L j 
Z V 

describes the steady-state solution for the distribution function. 
This equation amounts to neglecting two terms from the time 
average of equation 14. We find this approximation is goo<5 only 
for very modest powers in our experiment (i.e., powers less than 
a watt). At higher powers these terms come into play and act to 
inhibit the current flow. For a further discussion see the appendix. 
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The right hand side of equation 19 is nearly Legendre's differen
tial equation and hence suggests looking for solutions to F by 
expanding F in a Legendre series. After performing the algebra 
one arrives at 

e2k..|E|2
 r , d 2F_ „ dF -, 

F - F Q • J - j — H [v(4|J -1) ^ + (10-16yZ)-5^J (20) 
ra u< d v 

Where we have taken F to be a Maxwellian. Figure 2 shows a plot 
of f, s F-F versus perpendicular and parallel electron velocity 
normalized to v . As expected, F-F is symmetric for v - _v , 
since for an applied rf field oscillating in the z-direction there 
is no preferred perpendicular reaction. On the other hand, F-F 
is anti-symmotric for v -_v . This is to be expected also, since 
examination of the right hand side of equation 14 shows that this 
operator acts to make fuuctions which are even in n lead to no net 
contribution to a current source. The figure also shows that the 
largest perturbations to the distribution function occur around v.. 
One would expect that very fast particles will not collide and 
hence would not contribute to a current. The particular collision 
model chosen here breaks down for the very slow particles 
(|v|~v ), but as there are not many electrons meeting that 
criterion, we suspect they do not substantially change the above 
picture. Electrons in the region v^ J <|V|< < 1V collide sufficiently 
quickly with the ions never to contribute momentum to the current 
(and the ions do not contribute since for a given momentum their 
contribution to a current is down by the electron to ion mass 
ratio). 
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We may now calculate the tiuie averaged current density 
induced by the collisionally damped waves, and get: 

<j> = -2nez \ dv v \ dy uF 
J o J-l (21) 

"L ,.h k..|E z| 2 

For a lower hybrid wave launched from an antenna and damped before 
reaching the end of the column, the resulting tutal current may be 
found to be: 

PT 
e 

where P is the power input to the lower hybrid wave, =2^/k 
li 

T = 3.5x10 IT / a n ) , * = 23.4 - 1.15 log,„n j-

<I> = - 10.4 - r-^- (22) 

II 

3.45 log 1 0T e 

(see Ref. 40, T in ev) , and 2-f = a.. The minus sign in equation 
22 indicates that electrons are being driven in the direction of 
the wave propagation parallel to the magnetic field. The numerical 
factor in equation 22 results from integrals over the velocity dis
tribution and from geometric factors. 
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D. Landau Damping Currents 

In the last section it was shown that a collisionally damped 
traveling wave can act as a source for generating an electron 
current in a plasma. Of more interest to thermonuclear research 
is the question of driving currents when the fives are damped by 
means of ri-sonr.nt particle interaction with the wave rather than 

1 17—19 18 10, 
via collisional processes. Fisch, ' Bers,~ and Karney have 
proposed that a current of electrons may be generated in a tokamak 
via resonant interaction with the wave and that the current would 
then be dissipated by collisions with the bulk electrons which 
would then allow transfer of the momentum to the ions. The question 
of producing an electron current via resonant interaction can be 

41 addressed on the H-l device. This is a linear machine and 
when currents were generated via resonant interaction i was 
found that end loss was the major current sii.k rather than colli
sional dissipation. 

For the slow wave which is nearly electrostatic, the wave 
momentum density has a component along the magnetic field of 

E* • -fhr («"XJ • E (23) "z TBTTUJ S aui v «h 

where K. is the Hermitian part of the dielectric tensor. For the re n 
lower hybrid wave propagating unde :>ur experimental conditions 
this expression reduces to 
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ce 

8 , T U J ' 2 K 2 2U» 2 * Z J 

pe ce 

If the waves are now damped by electron Landau damping there will 
result an electron current density of 

e 

In a toroidal device it is anticipated that the electrons will 
travel around the torus repeatedly sampling the waves until enough 
momentum has been gained by the resonant particles to flatten the 
distribution function over the width of resonant interaction in 
velocity space. For a linear machine, the current will flow 
out the end of the device. This current flow entails a readjust
ment of the plasma sheaths at each end of the column, which can 

1/2 go on until the current approaches j = ne(kT /m,) 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

A. Plasma Source and Parameters 
The experiments were performed on the linear H-l device 

(see Fig. 3) at Princeton utilizing a helium, neon, or argon 
plasma approximately 10 cm in diameter and 200 cm long. The steady-
state confining magnetic field, B_ = B z, was typicallv 5-12 kG. 

-~o o * 
The plasma was generated by a 155 KHz rf discharge V'S 7 kW) pulled 
twenty times per second. Measurements were made at various delay 
times in the afterglow plasma, during which the electron density 

12 10 —3 varied from 2 x 10 to 2 x 10 cm , and the electron temperature 
fell from around 12 eV to around 1 eV, depending on the filling 
gas type and pressure. An example of the density and temperature 
dependence on delay time is shown in Fig. 4. Over most of the 
afterglow the ion temperature was thought to be held just above 
the background gas temperature by charge-exchange cooling. These 
plasma parameters allowed three distinct regimes for the propaga
tion of the lower hybrid waves, which we shall delineate hot, 
v/ara, and cold. In the hot regime the waves were damped via Landau 
damping, with the electron-ion or electron-neutral collisions at 
least ten times less significant than the Landau damping. The warm 
plasma was characterized by a temperature high enough that electron-
ion collisions were insignificant, yet low enough that Landau effects 
were weak. Hence, in the warm plasma, the waves made a transit 
down the plasma column without depositing much energy or momentum 
in the particles. In the cold plasma, the waves were substantially 
damped by electron-ion collisions. As an example, the plasma 
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described In Fig. 4 was warm for delay times less than about 
50 usee and coid for delay times greater than 100 usee. As a 
general rule hot plasmas were obtained only at short delay times 
in helium discharges. 

B. Eiagnostics and Wave Source 

Electron temperature was inferred from Langmuir probe traces, 
42 the blackbody radiation near the electron cyclotron frequency, 

and at late delay times (?• 100 usee) in the afterglow, by use of 
an electrostatic energy analyzer (see, for example, Ref. 43). 
Currents generated by the waves were detected by means of four 
loops, two on each side of the antenna, oriented to detect sTU it 
and by an electrode placed at the end of the plasma column. Elec
tron density was i.. "erred from the phase shift of an 8.G mm micro
wave interferometer and from the angle of propagation of the lower 
hybrid waves with respect to B . 

The lower hybrid waves were excited by application of 0.2 -
5.0 usee bursts (chosen to be many wave periods long, but shorter 
than ths time for most plasma parameters to change) of 60-120 MHz 

37 fields to eight phased loops mounted (typically 2.5 cm apart) 
on the outside of a 9.4 cm diameter fused quartz tube. I-igure 5 
shows the launching circuit schematic while Fig. 6 shows a cal
culation of the power spectrum emitted by the antenna for two 
different phasings of the loops. Control of the phase to each of 
the loops allowed the wave to be launched with controlled direc
tionality. For example, the wave could be launched either parallel 
or antlparallel to ft , or in both directions at once, as can be ~-o 
seen in Fig. 6. initially an antenna was used which was not 
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shielded from the plasma. This was found to produce a pattern of 
divergent current flow in the plasma column when the rf was 
applied, since the loops then acted as electron sinks. The quartz 
shielding of the loops solved this problem. The metal end elec
trode was also found to act as an electron sink if it intercepted 
the rf resonance cone. 

The forward and reflected powers to the antenna were measured 
by inserting directional couplers in the transmission lines imme
diately before the loops. All references to power in this article 
refer to the difference in the power radiated by the antenna with 
and without plasma in the column. Without plasma approximately 
95% of the forward power was reflected back down the line. With 
plasma only about 5 - 20% of tne power was reflected (for the plasmas 
studied here). In general the antenna coupled to both the slow 
and fast modes in the plasma, but since the accessibility ccndi-
tions for the two waves are different, it was possible to produce 
plasmas which minimized the fast wave coupling while still having 
the right parameters for good slow wave coupling. 

The lower hybrid waves were detected using a single or double 
tip triaxial rrobe which could be moved in the axial and radial 
directions. The detection circuitry for the single tip probe is 
shown in Fig. 7. The t ps of the double probe were separated 
radially by less than 1 mm and the sum or difference of 
the signals to the two tips could be taken, enhancing the fast 
or slow signal, respectively, due to the relatively long wavelength 
of the fast wave and the relatively short wavelength of the lower 
hybrid wave. 
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I V EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 

A. Wave Identification 

for the parameter range studied here the lower hybrid group 
and phase velocities are 

U U - U U * i. I I " V = - •; X + •: Z , V M - 15 tr- X + H JJ— Z 
-« ki k" ~* <k! + k?) <*?+*?> 

The dispersion relation shows that the wave energy will propagate 
at an angle 3 « with respect to B . Hence, a wave generated 

'"pe 
by a slow wave structure two wavelengths long in O e z direction 
should propagate into the plasma at the angle 7 and should be 
approximately two wavelengths long in •he axial direction and two 
wavelengths wide in the radial direction with 2\ =* 2 '•, . 

Figure Qa. shows radial scans of the signal detected by the 
rf axial probe of the lower hybrid wave at two different axial 
positions. The center of the antenna was l.cated at z = 0. so +!ie 
figure shows the wave propagating into the plasma in a well de
fined resonance cone as it moves down the column. The plasma 

10 -3 
density was between 4 - 5 x 10 cm , and for waves at 70 MHz, 6 a= 
3.8 x 10~ . From the figure e *= T § S 3 • 7 x 1 0 ~ • 4. 4 x 10 _ for 
the cone regions on the left and right side of the figure, respec
tively. The antenna impressed a wavelength \.. = 10 cm and thus 
2X » 28^n <* 7.6x10" cm should be the width of the cone in the 
radial direction. The figure yields a cone width of about 
8.2 x 10 cm. Also, as seen in Fig. 8b an antenna two wavelengths 
long in z produces waves which are about two wavelengths wide 
radially. 
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Thfl backward nature of the lower hybrid wave is demonstrated 
in Fig. 9. As seen in Fig. 8a the wave fields propagate 
inward radially. Figure 9 shows that the perpendicular phase 

7 velocity is radially outward at a speed of v^ « 4.1 x10 cm/see. 
10 -3 For a plasma densitv of 2.5 x 10 cm , f = 70 MHz, and X.. = 10 cm, 

7 the dispersion relation yields v_ » 3.5x10 cm/sec. 
The experiment also confirmed v* • v * 0 for these waves. 

Using an 8 cm antenna we measured v ., as described in the next 
paragraph, and v, from which £ can be inferred. The angle of 
propagation of the energy was measured as in Fig. 8a. We 

l o —3 found (for f = 70 MHz, n = 3 x 10 cm ) v had an angle of e ~B 
-2 -2 

4 . 5 x 1 0 w . r . t . B and v^. had an a n g l e of TT/2 - 5 . 0 3 x 1 0 w . r . t . 

B , and h e n c e , v - v ^ » 0 . 

Measuring the &roup velocity is another method of wave 
identification. This was- done by measuring the arrival 
time oi a wave packet at different axial positions in the column. 
Initially these time-of-flight measurements gave resuits indica
ting a group velocity of roughly twice -hat we expected. It was 
then found that sufficient power at the second harmonic (i.e. 2f) 
was generated by the amplifier shown in Fig. 5 to cause the 
leading edge of the wave front to travel at |v | « 2 f \ A . With a 
filter in the transmission line blocking the second harmonic, 
the wave packet propagated down the column at roughly the expected 
velocity, as indicated in Fig. 10 which shows the measured group 
velocity as a function of wave frequency. 
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B. pollisional Currents 
Section 1IC showed a calculation predicting an electron 

current, I... , when the lower hybrid wave is collisionally 
damped on the plasma column. For waves incompletely damped on 
the column, account must be taken for the fraction of the wave 
lost out the end of the column. The current generated under 
circumstances of incomplete damping jnay be approximated by 

1 = 'thy <l-e- S /'c) 

•here s is the distance from the antenna to the end of the 
plas.ua column and l is the momentum damping distance. 

Figure 11 shows the current generated as a function of 
delay time in a neon afterglow plasma. The plasma parameters 
are those described in Figure 4. At small delay times where 
T was relatively large (several ev, but not large enough for 
Landau damping), the current was reduced. The current was 
also reduced at large delay times where i.'-*? density was small, 
incomplete damping of the waves was observed at small and 
large delay times and this is consistent with theoretical cal
culations of the damping. Hence, as expected, smaller currents 
resulted if the waves were only partially absorbed during transit 
down the plasma column. As an example, consider the current 
generated at a delay time of 807 usee as indicated in Figure 11. 
The plasma parameters are given in Figure 4 and give 1 =0.47 l f h 

as a result of incomplete damping. The current in Figure 11 

http://plas.ua
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for complete damping is about 30 mA. The predicted value of 807 
usee is thus 14.5 mA. The observed value is 18 mA. 

Control of the directionality of the current will prove 
to be important for useful application, such as driving the 
toroidal current in a tokamak. Waves driven parallel (anti-
parallel) to B should cause electron currents driven parallel 

—o 
(antiparallel) to B . This dependence was observed and is 
displayed in Figure 11. Apparently, control of the current 
direction in future uses will thus depend on the ability to 
specify the phasing on the wave launching antenna. 

The current as a function of input power is plotted in 
Figure 12. At low powers the current is proportional to the 
input power (as was the spatially averaged signal level, W dA, 
of the lower hybrid wave taken over a plasma cross section). 
The current is roughly half that predicted by the theory, which 
might be explained as follows. We note that the current measu
ring probes were calibrated using a cylindrically symmetric 
current source, while the observed resonance cones were not 
always cylindrically symmetric. Additionally, the power radiated 
by the antenna is the power quoted in the figure. What fraction 
of the radiated power appears in the lower-hybrid wave is diffi
cult to determine. Figure 12 also .ows evidence of a tendency 
for the current to saturate at powers exceeding a few watts. It 
appears that the plasma has difficulty sustaining currents much 

1/2 in excess of j « ne(kT /m.) , which would violate plasma 
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charge neutrality. Another factor limiting the current at higher 
powers may be the coupling of the antenna to the lower-hybrid wave. 
This will be discussed later in the paper. We also noted that at 
powers over a few watts the current substantially terminated within 
500 nsec of startup. 

Figure 13 shows the spatial distribution of the electron cur
rent, determined with the aid of the moveable B. loops. The B. V loops measured a signal proportional to y rj(r)dr where R 

^o p 

is the radial position of the probe. By varying R , we obtain a 
plot which allows us to find 3v/3r, which is proportional to the 
current at the specified radius. The current was found to be 
localized to the radial range over which the lower-hybrid wave 
existed and was found to be essentially uniform in the z direction. 

The theory predicts that the current is dependent on > 
This parameter was varied by changing the phasing of the antenna 
loops. One can see the results in Figure 14. The data show that, 
at low power levels, doubling the wavelength approximately halved 
the current, as predicted by theory. In the region where the 
current appears to saturate, the dependence on wavelength decreased. 

End effects can sometimes be important in linear devices. 
With waves launched in just one direction in the column, asymmetric 
heating of the electrons towards one end may cause a net current 
to be generated by changing the end sheath potentials. A calcula
tion (see the appendix) suggests that such an effect, for the 
parameters of Figure 12 would not generate more than 1 mA/W, which 
is much smaller than the observed currents. 
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C. Landau Regime Identification 

Lower hybrid waves can experience substantial Landau damping 
in a transit down the plasma column when the wave frequency, wave
length , anil plasma temperature are such that the imaginary part of 

k , 
» 2 

\i = A<r^—)3e V W V A „ w V " 2 ( 2 6 ) 

1 1 , 1 ]| th,e " " 

with a " -V(k v . ) is large. This occurs roughly when a< 3. 
2 

Due to the exponential depend«nce on a in equation 26 this onset or 
Landau damping is a rather sudden function of a. Figure 15 shows 
the imaginary part of the wavenumber in the parallel direction 
plotted versus wave frequency for several different parallel wave
lengths in an 11.5 eV plasma. For a fixed wavelength one sees 
the strong dependence of the damping on frequency. The dots ^n 
the graph represent the points at which a = 3. 

An experiment was arranged with an antenna of S cm principal 
wavelength. The plasma was formed in helium with a neutral pres-

-4 
sure of about 5,3 x 10 torr and plasma density of approximately 
3.7* 10 cm" . Wave pulses of 2 microseconds duration *ere 
launched during the first 2 microseconds of the afterglow, during 
which the Langmuir traces indicate that the electron temperature fell 41 from 10.6 to 8.1 eV (an equilibrium calculation for the H-1 plasma 
yields an electron temperature immediately at the turnoff of the 
plasma source of 13 eV). Hence, a rapidly increased with 
delay time in the afterglow and Landau damping was 
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important only for the first few microsecc.nds of the 
afterglow. For these plasma parameters the electron-ion colli
sion frequency is less than 1.2 x10 sec - and the electron-
neutral collision frequency is less than 7 x 10 sec . There~ 
fore, electron-neutral and electron-ion collisions will not 
significantly damp the lower hybrid wave in its transit down the 
plasma column. Collisional damping effects are calculated and 
shown for comparison on Figure 17. 

At low powers the wave was significantly damped in its 
transit, as shown in Figure 16. The figure shows the wave energy 
over a cross section at different axial locations measured fro.n 
the end of the antenna. Also shown are the predicted wave 
amplitudes for different temperature plasmas. The theory uses 
Lindau damping as the mechanism and is calculated using the 
appropriate power spectrum for the antenna, as shown in section 
IIA. One sees that the observed damping is compatible with 
Landau damping (10 < T < 13 eV). 

A good cneck on the Landau damping hypothesis is to measure 
the damping length as a function of wart frequency. Results of 
such a test are shown in Figure 17. Once again the calculated 
damping rates are shown with the experimental data and one sees 
that tlit- observed damping is consistent with, a plasma temperature 
around 11.5 eV. 
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0. Currents in Landau Regime 

In the previous section we showed that at very early delay 
times in a helium discharge afterglow the plasma and wave 
parameters were such that electron Landau damping was the 
strongest damping mechanism. Under these circum
stances the wave momentum in a lower hybrid wave should be 
delivered to the electrons, resulting in a net current if a 
uni-directional wave was excited. The plasma parameters were 

10 -3 thus arranged as described in the last section: n «3,7xl0 cm , 
T e*10.6eV, B Q « 6 kG, and neutral density n o»5.3xl0" 4 torr. 

As we found in the case of the currents driven by means of 
collisional damping, the direction of the electron flow induced 
by the waves was found to be parallel (antiparallel) to B when 
the waves were launched parallel (antiparallel) to B . 

Figure 18 shows a plot of the electron current induced by 
Landau damping of 70 Mhz lower hybrid waves. At low powers 
(less than 50 watts) the current is proportional to the input 
power and has a magnitude of about 1 mA/W. Equation 25 predicts 
that a current equal to 

J - i r H r ( 2 7 ) 

e w 
where P is the power in the wave, should be driven by the wave. 
For an antenna of 10 cm principal wavelength equation 27 predicts 
a current of 3.6 »A/W. The experimental value is thus about 

22 0.2S times the theoretical value here. The recent work by Wong, 
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a similar experiment with slightly different plasma and wave 
parameters, cites a current of 0.35 that predicted by theory. 
Both experiments have the same difficulty; it is difficult to 
determine the absolute amount of the power radiated by the 
antenna which couples into the uni-directional lower hybrid wave. 

At power levels above 50 watts the current plotted in 
Fig. 18 appears to saturate at around 85 mA. This is again 
consistent with the plasma being unable to sustain a current 
larger than j A, as in the collis-ional current case. This limita
tion arises only from the finite length of the coluin and should 
not arise in a toroidal device. 

2 Equation 27 predicts a 1/f dependence for the current 
generated by the wave when Landau damped. Figure 19 shows that 
the current generated experimentally is a monotonically decreasing 
function of frequency. There are two reasons to expect this: 
1) the current should decrease as showii in equation 27. and 2) 

the wave damping is incomplete at the higher lrequencies. The 
figure also shows the current predicted by equation 27 (multiplied 
by the 0.25 factor discussed above) which assumes complete damping 
of the wave momentum, and also a prediction taking into account 
the actual amount of wave momentum damped as measured and shown 
in Fig. 18. The actual current lies between these twt, lines for 
the higher frequencies. It seems likely that higher k components 
of the wave still attenuate at the higher frequencies and thus 
contribute to a small current even though the principal wave-
number component radiated by the antenna does not decay during a 
transit down the plasma column at these frequencies. 
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V. DISCUSSION 

Tor damped lower hybrid waves in a plasma where the ions are 
cold, the momentum is expected to be transferred to the electrons 
from the waves. A theory has been developed for the case wh^re 
the waves are collisionally damped anJ a resultant electron current 
is predicted. This current is proportional to the input power 
(at low power levels). Linear machines can drive currents up 
to about j , the sound current, at which point it is suspected 
that ambipolar effects limit the total current. The induced elec
tron flow from the wave damping is in the direction of the flow 
of the waves (i.e., parallel or antiparallel to the confining 
magnetic field). 

Theory predicts that waves which can damp via resonant inter
action with the electrons will induce a net electron current 
carried by the resonant electrons. We have observe : that lower 
hybrid waves subjected to electron Landau damping induce such a 
current. Once again the current is proportional to the input power 
(at low power lfvels); the electrons are given a momen
tum component in the direction of the wave flow. Evidently, the 
ability to specify the antenna phasing; i.e., the ability to pro
duce a unidirectional wave, is crucial lor generating substantial 
amounts of net current. 

Fisch and others have predicted that these currents may be 
used as a method for driving steady-state toroidal currents in 
tokamaks. The exact magnitude which can be achieved is open to 
speculation at the moE>=>.it. It is not clear how well quasilinear 
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diffusion will be able to flatten the resonant region of the 
distribution function in the face of collisional diffusion. Also, 
the theoretical models usually assume the lower hybrid wave is 
present everywhere in the plasma, in contradiction to the expected 
resonance cone behavior. As a result, induced currents may drive 
ins abilities in the plasma. On the positive side, since wave 
trapping broadens the rssonant region, the maximum current which 
can be driven by the lower hybrid wave is probably not limited to 
the level predicted by Fisch. in o.uasilinear theory, once enough 
power has been put into the particles to flatten the resonant 
region and maintain the plateau against collisional losses, no 
additional current may be driven even if the power is increased. 
Trapping would allow a larger current to be driven once the 
trapping width starts to exceed the inherent resonant width of 
the antenna. However, due to the uncertainty of the radiated 
antenna spectrum and poor definition of the resonance cone struc
ture in a tokamak, it may be difficult to determine when trapping 
will be dominant. 

Current drive by lower hybrid wave excitation has already 
been demonstrated in toroidal devices. Recent work by LaHaye, 

25 
Armentrout, Harvey, Moeller and Stambaugh on the General Atomic 

24 Octopole, by Wong, Horton and Ono on the Princeton ACT-1 device, 
26 

and by Yamawoto, et al. on the JFT-2 tokamak have shown that 
unidirectional electron currents can be driven with an order of 
magnitude improvement in the amps/watt figure over the linear re
sults. Thir is to be expected since the interacting electrons are 
not lost ou the ends (as in the linear H-l device), but circle 
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around the torus and can sample the wave many times before 
losing the momentum gained in one transit. 
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APPENDIX A: COUPLING VS. POWER 

As mentioned earlier, a direct measure of the absolute power 
resident in the lower hybrid wave is difficult to achieve. So 
nearly all references to power in this paper are to the power emit
ted by the antenna with a plasma in the column as compared to no 
plasma in the column. As has been shown, there is a tendency for 
currents driven by the wave to saturate as the power is increased. 
This is likely due to limitations in how much current can be 
driven out of a linear device without disturbing charge neutrality. 

We have noticed one other effect which will cause the current 
to increase at less than a linear rate in power. Ponderomotive 
forces near the antenna have been predicted to decrease the coup-

29 ling efficiency of the antennas. An rf field exerts a force on 
the plasma causing it to be pushed awiy from the antenna until the 
plasma pressure cai, balance the radiation force. This reduction 
of density near the antenna will result in poorer coupling to the 
plasma. Hence, the net energy density of the lower hybrid wave is 
lower than that predicted by linear theory. Figure 20 contains a 
plot of the detected power in the lower hybrid wave vs. input 
power for a cold (0.7 eV) argon plasma. One sees that at power 
levels above a few watts the coupled power is dropping below the 
linear prediction and that at powers above around 20 watts the 

34 linear prediction is not even approximately correct. Stevens 
has also observed this experimentally and more detailed study of 
ponderomotive effects on lower hybrid coupling has been done in 

30 recent work by Wilson and Wong. A rough estimate of the density 
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perturbation due to ponderoraotive effects is 

~2 e2I? 
Lti v _ z 
n ~ "~2" 2 2 2 ' 

vth,e m w vth,e 
46 2 2 

Wilson suggests that for our experiment that when v /v.. is 
a few tenths or greater that the coupling efficiency into the 
lnwer hybrid wave should start to decrease. This would arise for 
power levels of 20 - 40 watts for the plasma parameters of Figure 
20. While ponderomotive processes probably would not lead to a 
saturation of the current, they could • ause the current to be 
smaller than that predicted by linear coupling theories. 
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APPENDIX B: SOME OTHER CURRENT SOURCES IN A COLLISIONAL PLASMA. 

Another mechanism may possibly drive currents in a linear 
device where the lower hybrid wave is collisionally damped. 
This current couid result from the differences occuring at the 
two end sheaths of the column when only one end of the column is 
heated, as would be the case when the wave is launched in only 
one direction down the plasma. 

The geometry under consideration is displayed in Figure 21. 
For convention a positive current is taken to be a current 
traveling from sheath 1 to sheath 2. For the following discus
sion subscripts e,i,l,2 refer to electrons, ions, sheath 1, and 
sheath 2, respectively. In equilibrium, with no lower hybrid 
wave present, plasma flows out both ends of the column with 

~ e V l 
Tel 

nev ,e el nev. n ll 
4 4 

- e V 2 
nev i 2 

Te2 
n e v e 2 e 

(28) 

(29) 

where v, ^ (2T/m.) , and, of course, j. = j 0 . if a lower hybrid 
wave is launched towards (and collisionally damps before getting to) 
sheath 2, then the plasma potential at each end 
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-e(Vx +AV a) 

JT = 

T 
nev„,e e 

e l n e v u 

4 4 
- n e v ^ e iV x 

4 ^ e T 

(30) 

-e(V2 +^V 2) 
nev i 2

 Te2 + A T e 2 
j 2 = — - n e v e 2 e 

n e vi2 r
e a v 2 f V ^ , 

^ - [ ^ e 7 - - ^ - ] 

(31) 

where we have made use of the fact that in equilibrium 

-eV 
T nev e nev. e l (32) 

If the two ends of the column are at different potentials, then 
a current will flow, dictated by Ohm's Law to be 

-nev, , eLV. LV, - iV, 

with L the column length and r\ the plasma resistivity. Equation 
33 can be solved for AV. yielding 

AVj = a i V 2 , a \ 
tie V.-LT] 
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Evidently a<l, which is reasonable since if end 2 is heated an 
increased electron flux would be expected out of sheath 2, which 
is what equation 33 says If AV,<AVo, i.e., a<l. 

To maintain charge neutrality 
jl ' J2 

yielding 
1 VLTe2 

t v a - T i i s y - T ^ ( 3 4 > 

Hence, the current induced on the plasma column by heating prefer
entially at one end of the column is 

2 
ne v. VAT 

JTHERMAL "" l+or ^Z2 

for a column initially at T and potential V. This current is in 
the same direction as the current calculated in the section des
cribing the collisional current calculation and the relative 
magnitudes should now be compared for the experimental conditions 
on H-l. 

For the neon plasma giving the results plotted in Figure 13 

2 , 
ne V.LTI „ —-r-i— » 7 x 10"^ 4T 

and hence 
a ~ 9.25 x 1 0 _ 1 . 

AT may be estimated from 
3 j- N AT = P At 
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and for Lt = 300 nsec since that was the turn-on time for the 
observed currents. P is the total input power and N is the total 
number of electrons involved in the heating. Using these estimates, 
the total current drive by thermal effects under these conditions 
is approximately 

I * -i 1 x 10" 4 ^22* thermal * - x * J U Watt 

which is about sn order of magnitude less than that which was ob
served. Thus, sheath effects may contribute to the current but 
are considerably less than those described in the collisional 
current section. 

At this point it is also appropriate to consider the terms 
dropped in orjer to obtain equation 19. The two neglected terms 

-e oF are vVi' and — E-^— where F is the slowly varying distribution m ~ s v 
function and E represents the slowly varying, i.e., dc , electric 
fltld. Comparing these terms to the collisional term on the right 
hand side of equation 14, we get 

v vF 

where i is. the mean free path and L is the plasma column length, 
and 

eE dF 
m bv eE 
3 
t n p 3 F 

v 

mvv 
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For the collisional plasmas studied here the first term is typically 
0.25. The second term may be dropped for plasma conditions where 
the particle acceleratir-. is substantially retarded by collisional 
drag forces. Evidently, as sufficient charge leaves the column this 
second term will become stronger and lead to conditions inhibiting 
further electron flow out of the column (as was observed and was 
discussed in the experimental observations). 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. la.) Calculated spectrum for a slow wave antenna of the 
type used in this experiment. Eight cm principal 
wavelength. 

b.) Calculated spectrum as a function of distance from 
the antenna, when landau damping is significant. 
f = 70 MHz, T = 11.5 ev. e 

Fig. 2a.) Plot of the perturbed distribution function, F-F 
versus parallel and perpendicular velocity, as 
described by equation 20. 

b.) One quadrant of the perturbed distribution function. 
Fig. 3. Diagram of the H-l device. 
Fig. 4. Density and temperature versus delay time in neon 

afterglow plasma. Plasma described is "warm" ("cold") 
for delay times less than 50 |jsec (greater than 100 
usee). 

Fig. 5. Lower hybrid wave launching diagram. 
Fig. 6a.) Phasing of the rf fields applied to the antenna loops 

which results in 
b.) the calculated power spectrum of the antenna for two 

different phasings. Loop spacing 2.5 cm. 
Fig. 7. Wave detection circuitry for measuring the field 

amplitude and phase. 
Fig. 8a.) Signal detected by the axial probe of the lower hybrid 

wave for radial scans at two axial positions, z = 0 
corresponds to the z location of the center of the 
antenna, n » 4,5x10 cm" , f = 70 MHz, X „ = 10 cm. 

e II 
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b.) interferogram of the same signal. 
Fig. 9. Radial motion of the wave phase in time. Note that 

the phase is moving outward with increasing time. 
10 -3 

n e « 2.5 x 10 cm , f - 70 MHz, X„ = 10 cm. 
Fig. 10. Group velocity parallel to B . Dots are experimental 

measurement divided by theoretical value for principal 
wavelength excited by the antenna. Closed dots, 
principal wavelength 7.5 cm; open dots, principal 
wavelength 8.0 cm. 

Fig. 11. Wave generated current versus delay time in neon 
afterglow plasma. Solid and open dots represent waves 
launched parallel or antiparallel to B , respectively. 
70 MHz pulse duration of 2 usee, T and n as in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 12. Current versus input power. Solid line is current 
predicted by theory. Dashed line is j A where A is 
approximate area perpendicular to z where the lower 
hybrid wave existed. Neon plasma, T = o.9 ev, 

11 -3 
n = 2.2 x 10 cm , f = 70 MHz, principal wavelength 
X - 10 cm. 

Fig. 13. Resonance counts at two different axial locations from 
antenna (which was located radially at r = 4.7 cm) and 
distribution of current versus radius, f= 70 MHz, X =10 cm. 

Fig. 14. Current versus input power at two different X„ in argon 
afterglow plasma. Solid lines are least squares fit of 
degree 2. 
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Fig. 15. Inverse damping distance versus frequency for different 
wavelengths. T = 11.5 ev. Dots are points where = = 3 . 

Fig. 16. Wave power versus axial distance from the antenna. 
Solid lines are theory for the indicated electron tem
peratures. Dots are experimental data. Principal wave-

_2 
length 8 cm, f= 70 MHz, input power ~ 4 x 10 watts. 

Fig. 17. Inverse damping distance versus frequency for an 8 cm 
principal wavelength antenna. Solid lines are theory, 
dots are data. Dashed line is inverse damping distance-
calculated from collisional effects. 

Fig. 18, Current versus input power in Landau damping regime. 
Solid line is current predicted by theory assuming 25> 
of the power coupled to the unidirectional lower hybrid 
wave. Dashed line is j A as described for Fig. 12. 
Helium plasma, T * 10.6 eV, n g w 3.7 x 10 1 0cm~ 3, f = 
70 MHz, principal wavelength 10 cm. 

Fig. 19. Current versus wave frequency. Solid line is current 
predicted by assuming 25% of the power coupled to the 
unidirectional lower hybrid wave and wave was complete
ly damped in transit down plasma column. Dashed line 
takes fraction damped during transit (as reported in 

10 -"? Fig. 17) into account. T «= 10.6 eV, n «= 3.7 x 10 cm , 
8 cm principal wavelength. Input power 17.9 W. 

Fig. 20. Power resident in the lower hybrid waves versus power 
input to the antenna. 0.7 eV argon plasma with n 

11 -3 at the center of plasma column of 1.1 x10 cm 
Fig. 21. Geometry for considering currents driven by asynametric 

column heating. 
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